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Kafka on the Shore
Alli-Kar, a white-hole portal from another universe, rains meteoroids
onto the surface of the planet Kelanni. But the so-called "lodestones"
behave according to different physical laws, transforming Kelanni's
society. With the aid of the fearsome Keltar in their flying cloaks,
the Kelanni are being put to forced labor to mine the lodestones.
Shann, an orphan with a fiery disposition, witnesses a battle between
a Keltar and a stranger bearing a similar flying cloak. She tracks
down the stranger, learning of the technology behind the Keltars'
power and joining him on a mission to free the slaves and cut off
their supply of lodestones. Meanwhile Keris, a Keltar, is sent on a
mission to track down the rebels. She is attacked by a flying creature
and saved by the enigmatic Chandara. At their Great Tree, she learns
that a mysterious "Prophet" is out to destroy the Kelanni people.
Their only hope is a powerful instrument hidden in the distant past.
Pursued by Keltar, the party will encounter bizarre creatures, ancient
technologies and terrifying dangers. Finally, they must seek to cross
a massive storm barrier in order to reach the other side of their
world, where a world-shaking revelation awaits.

Cytokine Storm Syndrome
Where there is fire, there will be blood. Tossed on a ship bearing him
to the icy northern reaches of Britannia, Jurian dreams of a
mysterious woman and a sword driven into a stone. Kneeling in the
candlelight in Cyrene, Sabra hears the whisper of the dragon in the
depths of the earth. Taking the mantle from her gravely ill father,
Aikaterina rules her fragile city under the threat of imperial
disfavor. As the fourth century dawns over Rome, Jurian seeks to
regain his honor along the Empire’s brutal northern frontier. When
Casca brings back word from the oracle of Apollo, the Emperor decides
that the only way to save the Empire is to solve the “Christian
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problem” once and for all. He needs only one spark to set the world
ablaze. As the storm of fire and blood sweeps across the Empire,
Jurian relinquishes his sword and the honor he most desires to fulfill
the prophecy along with his destiny. Saints aren’t born. They are
forged.

Storms of Future Past Books One through Four
The old eddas speak of dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of
Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair maidens. Malin wants none of
such myths. As a half-blooddreki, she's beneath the notice of the
arrogant warriors who rule the skies—except for Sirius Blackfrost, the
most ruthlessdreki within the court.This dark prince watches her every
move, but he's more villain than hero, and inher favourite fairy tales
the servant never earns the prince's heart. But is there something
more to the look in the Blackfrost's eyes? To love her would be to
curse her to a fate worse than death The second he saw her, Sirius
knew her for his fated mate. But Malin is a nobody in the drekicourt,
and her very presence is a threat to his queen's ambitions for him.
Forced to hide the truth and accept the match his queen has made for
him—to mate with the princess Malin serves— he dares not reveal his
heart. But when the princess flees, he must find her—and his only clue
is Malin, who aims to thwart him at every step. With danger
surrounding them, they must forge a truce. But can she ever give this
wicked prince her heart? Because, while Sirius's kiss burns through
her like lightning, to love him would be to defy the stars themselves…
Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a seductive
journey through a mythic land, with a wicked prince who's never played
the hero, a servant girl with a fate larger than she can believe, and
an evil queen who threatens to tear them apart. Download this epic
historical fantasy filled with magic and breathtaking romance today!

King of Ashes (The Firemane Saga, Book 1)
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the
protegâe of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the
magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can
destroy the monsters of the Fold.

A Psalm of Storms and Silence
Prepare for the jaw-dropping finale of Sabaa Tahir's beloved New York
Times bestselling An Ember in the Ashes fantasy series, and discover:
Who will survive the storm?

Shadow and Bone

The Storms of Fate
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An ancient grudge. A forbidden love. The only thing worse than being a
demon is being a Valari. As an undergraduate at Los Angeles’s Alameda
University, Kara Valari can sometimes succeed at forgetting she’s
both. Lost between the pages of the classics and tucked into the
shadows of lecture halls, she can dodge the paparazzi’s lenses as well
as her family’s publicized dramas—not to mention their private
expectations. She has one more year to feed her true passions. Then
she’ll be expected to fulfill a much darker destiny. Cursed with
inexplicable strength and godlike stature, literature professor
Maximus Kane knows all about darkness. Every day he’s reminded of the
missteps of his childhood and the devastating consequences they’ve had
on those dearest to him. To atone, Maximus spends his nights alone and
his days submerged in the quiet life of academia. His existence has
become a study in control, and he’s become a master at it—until Kara
Valari walks into his toughest course. Viscerally, Kara’s everything
he craves. Logically, she’s everything he rejects. She’s a starlet of
privilege. She’s also a student. And after one touch, he can’t deny
that she’s awakened something in him that may never go dormant.
Nothing about her makes sense, but everything about her feels right.
Especially in the deepest strands of his DNA, which are still shadows
of mystery to him—a mystery Kara seems determined to uncover. She’s
Hollywood royalty. She’s forbidden fruit. And he’s pretty sure she
could be the answer to everything.

Cape of Storms
After the destructive aftermath of the Siege of Karalis, Trystan of
the Blade's name is whispered in hushed awe across the five realms of
Varkuvia, but Trystan pays no mind to the bards that spin tales of his
heroics. A new threat has arisen in the east, one more powerful than
even Trystan can contend with, and time is quickly running out before
it will consume everything in its path. Knowing the lives of their
people hang in the balance, the Five Kings devise a dangerous plan
that can

Storms of Fate
Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Michael Grant, this darkly
thrilling novel is a powerful blend of fantasy and science-fiction.
Rail and Moa are two teenage thieves. Vago is a golem of metal and
flesh. All three are denizens of Orokos, a city scoured by chaotic
storms that rearrange streets and turn children into glass. No one can
enter the city, or leave. Until one day Rail finds a mysterious
artifact that may hold the key to the secrets of the city - and the
chance of escape. And so begins an impossible quest. Get ready for a
breathtaking adventure.

Storm of Fire and Blood
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The worst storm in history seen from the wheelhouse of a doomed
fishing trawler; a mesmerisingly vivid account of a natural hell from
a perspective that offers no escape.

Storm and Fury
Blood and Tempest is the final novel in Jon Skovron's acclaimed Empire
of Storms fantasy trilogy, an epic tale of vengeance and revolution.
Still reeling from the events on Dawn's Light, Hope struggles to
understand what it means to be a warrior who has vowed to never again
take up a sword. Her search for enlightenment gives her mastery of
surprising new abilities, which leads her to uncover some disturbing
clues about the true origin of the empire. Red has excelled in his new
role as an imperial spy. Now he's been assigned to the one task he's
desired all along: recruiting Hope and Brigga Lin to help rid the
empire of the council of biomancery once and for all. But the council
have set their own plans in motion. Their increasingly tenuous grip on
the empire has left them desperate and willing to do anything to
maintain their power . . .

Storms and Sunshine of a Soldier's Life
The old eddas speak of dreki—fabled creatures who haunt the depths of
Iceland's volcanoes and steal away fair maidens. Freyja wants none of
such myths. Dreki seducing young ladies? Ha. They probably eat such
foolish girls. But when the local dreki steals her last ram—costing
her any chance of feeding her ill father through the winter—Freyja
intends to confront the fearsome myth. Sentenced to a life of exile
from his clan, Rurik is fascinated by the furious woman who comes to
claim her ram. She reeks of mysterious magic and challenges him at
every step. He intends to claim the passionate firebrand, but to do so
he must take mortal form. It's the only time the dreki are vulnerable,
and with a dragon-hunter arriving on the shores of Iceland, he can
barely afford the risk—but lonely Freyja, with her elf-cursed eyes and
pragmatic soul, tempts him in ways he's never felt before. Is she the
key to reclaiming his heritage? Or will she be his downfall? Don't
miss any of the Legends of the Storm books! 1. Heart of fire 2. Storm
of Desire (coming 2018) 3. Clash of Storms (coming 2018) What everyone
is saying about Bec McMaster: "a must read for paranormal fans and
steampunk fans alike. 5/5 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick" -Night Owl Reviews
"richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot heroes and hot
sexutterly delicious." -Smart Bitches, Trashy Books "Action, adventure
and blazing hot seductionBec McMaster offers it all." -Eve Silver,
author of Sins of the Flesh Legends of the Storm series: —alpha male
romance —shifter romance —fated mates romance dragon shifter
—paranormal romance dragon shifters — action adventure romance —strong
heroine paranormal romance —fantasy romance —historical fantasy
romance —royal romance
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Season of Storms
The New York Times bestselling series that inspired the international
hit video game: The Witcher A sample of offerings from international
fantasy superstar Andrzej Sapkowski, and the perfect introduction to
his work. Best known for his series of stories and novels about
Geralt, the Witcher, Sapkowski is one of the most successful fantasy
authors in the world. Contains: 2 complete Witcher short stories taken
from THE LAST WISH, the first chapter of BLOOD OF ELVES, the first
Witcher novel, the first chapter of BAPTISM OF FIRE, the third fulllength book in the series, and a non-Witcher short story "The Malady."
For more Witcher, check out: Witcher novelsThe Blood of Elves The Time
of Contempt Baptism of Fire The Tower of SwallowsLady of the Lake
Witcher collectionsThe Last WishSword of Destiny

The Wall of Storms
'Highly recommended' John Gwynne 'Madson is an exciting new author in
fantasy' Mark Lawrence 'Visceral battles, complex politics and
fascinating worldbuilding' Anna Stephens AS AN EMPIRE DIES, THREE
WARRIORS WILL RISE. THEY MUST RIDE THE STORM OR DROWN IN ITS BLOOD.
The kingdom of Kisia is divided, held together only by the will of the
god-emperor. When an act of betrayal shatters an alliance with the
neighbouring land of Chiltae, all that has been won comes crashing
down. Now, as the fires of war spread, a warrior, an assassin and a
princess must chase their ambitions, no matter the cost. War built the
Kisian Empire. And now war will tear it down. 'A visceral, intriguing,
intense and emotionally charged ride' Grimdark Magazine
'Breathtakingly triumphant . . . it has become one of my favourite
books of all time' Novel Notions 'Buckle your seatbelts and prepare
for a hell of a ride' Fantasy Book Critic 'Complex and immersive . . .
doesn't let go until the final electrifying pages' Fantasy Book Review
Books by Devin Madson The Reborn Empire We Ride the storm We Lie With
Death (coming Jan '21) The Vengeance Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers
The Gods of Vice The Grave at Storm's End

The Perfect Storm: A True Story of Men Against the Sea
In the much-anticipated sequel to the “magnificent fantasy epic” (NPR)
Grace of Kings, Emperor Kuni Garu is faced with the invasion of an
invincible army in his kingdom and must quickly find a way to defeat
the intruders. Kuni Garu, now known as Emperor Ragin, runs the
archipelago kingdom of Dara, but struggles to maintain progress while
serving the demands of the people and his vision. Then an unexpected
invading force from the Lyucu empire in the far distant west comes to
the shores of Dara—and chaos results. But Emperor Kuni cannot go and
lead his kingdom against the threat himself with his recently healed
empire fraying at the seams, so he sends the only people he trusts to
be Dara’s savvy and cunning hopes against the invincible invaders: his
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children, now grown and ready to make their mark on history.

Clash of Storms
When Rock Wolfe was fourteen, he tried to kill his father. Twenty
years later, someone else finished the job. Now Rock is returning to
New York for the reading of the billionaire's will. No way did Derek
Wolfe leave anything to his oldest son, but according to Rock's
brother, his presence is required. Estate attorney Lacey Ward isn't
looking forward to the reading. None of Derek Wolfe's children will be
happy, least of all his oldest. When Rock enters the conference room,
Lacey is stunned. He's a rebel--a biker all muscled and gorgeous in
black leather. This won't be easy, especially since she can't stop
staring at him. Rock pays no attention to the reading. He's lost in a
fantasy of bending his father's hot attorney over a desk. He's not a
commitment kind of guy, though, and she screams white picket fence.
Sparks fly between them, but the murder lurks in the back of their
minds. Rock knows all his family's secretsor so he thinks. Mysteries
seem to hide everywhere--mysteries that threaten not only his and
Lacey's future but their lives as well.

Heart of Fire
The lives of beautiful, ambitious Arabella Sperling and handsome
revolutionary Harry Cornish, friends since childhood, take different
directions amidst the tumult and upheaval of London in seventeenthcentury Restoration England

The Malady and Other Stories

Rebel
TO STRIKE BACK AGAINST A TYRANT The civil war within the Federated
Commonwealth rages unabated. Katrina Steiner-Davion continues her
tyrannical rule as her deposed brother, Victor, slowly wins back the
empire Katrina stole from him. Now, with the Clans striking out once
more from their occupation zone and violence chewing up armies on
dozens of worlds, Victor prepares what he hopes is the final assault
to stop his sister's plans. His battlefield: the Star League
conference, where Katrina is maneuvering herself into position to
become leader of the entire Inner Sphere! ONE MAN MUST RISK ALL But
even as Victor looks toward victory, Katrina's carefully laid plans
develop a more personal—and sinister—offensive. A torch, lit by the
flames of treachery, threatens to start a blaze that will consume
Victor, the civil war, and the entire Inner Sphere

Empire of Storms
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Kafka Tamura runs away from home at fifteen, under the shadow of his
father's dark prophesy. The aging Nakata, tracker of lost cats, who
never recovered from a bizarre childhood affliction, finds his
pleasantly simplified life suddenly turned upside down. As their
parallel odysseys unravel, cats converse with people; fish tumble from
the sky; a ghost-like pimp deploys a Hegel-spouting girl of the night;
a forest harbours soldiers apparently un-aged since World War II.
There is a savage killing, but the identity of both victim and killer
is a riddle - one of many which combine to create an elegant and
dreamlike masterpiece. 'Wonderful Magical and outlandish' Daily Mail
'Hypnotic, spellbinding' The Times 'Cool, fluent and addictive' Daily
Telegraph

Blood of the Gods
Historical romance, set at time of French Revolution, involving two
lovers, betrayal, murder and obsessional revenge.

Heart of Fire
Before he was Ciri's guardian, Geralt of Rivia was a legendary
swordsman. Season of Storms is an adventure set in the world of the
Witcher, the book series that inspired the hit Netflix show and
bestselling video games. Geralt. The witcher whose mission is to
protect ordinary people from the monsters created with magic. A mutant
who has the task of killing unnatural beings. He uses a magical sign,
potions and the pride of every witcher - two swords, steel and silver.
But what would happen if Geralt lost his weapons? Andrzej Sapkowski
returns to his phenomenal world of the Witcher in a stand-alone novel
where Geralt fights, travels and loves again, Dandelion sings and
flies from trouble to trouble, sorcerers are scheming and across the
whole world clouds are gathering. The season of storms is coming
Translated by David French.

Storms of Fate
His blood defines him. Her love will ruin him. Kara and Maximus
continue their journey in this exciting new installment of the Blood
of Zeus series.

Storm Thief
As the civil war rages within the Federated Commonwealth between the
tyrannical Katrina Steiner-Davion and her deposed brother, Victor,
Victor prepares for what he hopes will be the final assault to stop
his sister's scheme to become leader of the entire Inner Sphere,
unaware that Katrina is preparing her own more sinister offensive.
Original.
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The Storms of Fate
Determined to overcome a difficult past, Erica Hathaway learns early
on to make it on her own. Days after her college graduation, she finds
herself face to face with a panel of investors who will make or break
her fledgling start-up website. The only thing she didn't prepare for
was going weak in the knees over an arrogant and gorgeous investor who
seems determined to derail her plans. Billionaire and rumoured hacker
Blake Landon has already made his fortune in software, and he’s used
to getting what he wants. Captivated by Erica’s drive and unassuming
beauty, he’s wanted nothing more than to possess her since she stepped
into his boardroom. Determined to win her over, he breaks down her
defences and fights for her trust, even if it means sacrificing a
level of control he’s grown accustomed to. But when Blake uncovers a
dark secret from Erica’s past, he threatens not just her trust, but
the life she’s fought so hard to create. The perfect new addiction for
fans of Fifty Shades of Grey and Sylvia Day's Bared To You series.

Queen of Storms
A new novel from internationally bestselling author Raymond E. Feist.

Seasons of the Storm
Kingdoms collide as Aelin continues her epic journey from assassin to
queen in this instalment of the global #1 bestselling series. The long
path to the throne has just begun for Aelin Galathynius. As the
kingdoms of Erilea fracture around her, enemies must become allies if
Aelin is to keep those she loves from falling to the dark forces
poised to claim her world. With war looming on all horizons, the only
chance for salvation lies in a desperate quest that may mark the end
of everything Aelin holds dear. Will Aelin succeed in keeping her
world from splintering, or will it all come crashing down? Contains
mature content. Not suitable for younger readers.

Queen of Storms (The Firemane Saga, Book 2)
From the No. 1 New York Times bestselling author of the fantastical
Dark Elements series comes a new novel set in a world of gargoyle
protectors, rising demons and one girl with an explosive secret.
Eighteen-year-old Trinity Marrow may be going blind, but she can see
and communicate with ghosts and spirits. Her unique gift is part of a
secret so dangerous that she's been in hiding for years in an isolated
compound fiercely guarded by Wardens – gargoyle shape-shifters who
protect humankind from demons. If the demons discover the truth about
Trinity, they'll devour her, flesh and bone, to enhance their own
powers. When Wardens from another clan arrive with disturbing reports
that something out there is killing both demons and Wardens, Trinity's
safe world implodes. Not the least because one of the outsiders is the
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most annoying and fascinating person she's ever met. Zayne has secrets
of his own that will upend her world yet again – but working together
becomes imperative once demons breach the compound and Trinity's
secret comes to light. To save her family and maybe the world, she'll
have to put her trust in Zayne. But all bets are off as a supernatural
war is unleashed

We Ride the Storm
Five very different sisters team up against their stepbrother to save
their kingdom in this Norse-flavored fantasy epic—the start of a new
series in the tradition of Naomi Novik, Peter V. Brett, and Robin
Hobb. FIVE ROYAL SISTERS. ONE CROWN. They are the daughters of a king.
Though they share the same royal blood, they could not be more
different. Bluebell is a proud warrior, stronger than any man and with
an ironclad heart to match. Rose’s heart is all too passionate: She is
the queen of a neighboring kingdom who is risking everything for a
forbidden love. Ash is discovering a dangerous talent for magic that
might be a gift—or a curse. And then there are the twins—vain Ivy, who
lives for admiration, and zealous Willow, who lives for the gods. But
when their father is stricken by a mysterious ailment, these five
sisters must embark on a desperate journey to save him and prevent
their treacherous stepbrother from seizing the throne. Their mission:
find the powerful witch who can cure the king. But to succeed on their
quest, they must overcome their differences and hope that the secrets
they hide from one another and the world are never brought to light.
Because if this royal family breaks, it could destroy the kingdom. The
saga continues in . . . SISTERS OF THE FIRE Praise for Daughters of
the Storm “[Daughters of the Storm] is a twisty high fantasy . . .
exploring political machinations and the relationships between
sisters; betrayal lurks at every turn.”—The Washington Post “This
fantastic series opener, powered by an engaging, female-led cast of
characters, is riveting from page one right through to the end, with
almost every scene bringing new excitement and intrigue. All of the
five leading women are richly drawn, with distinct voices and
multidimensional personalities that never slip into caricature. [Kim]
Wilkins sketches these royals with nuance and sensitivity, making even
the vexing characters like careless Ivy and the villainous Wylm feel
worthy of our sympathy. . . . Wilkins has struck gold with her
thrilling high fantasy world. Book two can’t arrive soon enough!”—RT
Book Reviews “Readers who enjoy epic journeys and strong female
protagonists will enjoy Wilkins’s first installment of her new Sisters
of the Fire series.”—Booklist

Lodestone Book One
Bound by love. Torn by fate. Kara and Maximus continue their journey
in this dramatic new installment of the Blood of Zeus series.
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Daughters of the Storm
Dark and powerful forces threaten the world of Garn once more in this
second novel in legendary New York Times bestselling author Raymond E.
Feist’s epic fantasy series, the Firemane Saga

The Discipline of Storms
Follow the Storm From dreams of the end. To surviving the reality.
Life and death decisions. Choices made only by fate. Follow four
generations and the families they find through nightmares and
heartbreak, love and magic. Includes Dreaming the Storm, Joining the
Storm, Into the Storm, and Fighting the Storm. Dreaming the Storm The
Storm Begins Seeing the future: blessing or curse? For Anne Fincastle,
only the number of survivors changes. Few or none. Anne knows the
truth. In her heart, her mind, her bones. Only Evan Griffith believes.
Can they make a difference for humanity, together? Joining the Storm
The Storm Builds Etan Griffith loves his life in Chicago, far from his
native Blue Ridge Mountains. Alex Collins escaped Wisconsin to a
career he loves, in a city that welcomes him more than his own family.
Both seek the missing piece to their puzzle. Dreams and patterns.
Restless and searching. Then one snowy night sets their shared destiny
in motion. Into the Storm The Storm Strikes Iris Rutherford’s
paintings scare most people. Especially the strange ones. Even in her
hometown of Maple Ridge, Virginia, her own peculiar magic makes her an
outsider in a town full of them. Then Iris meets Gena Wallace, the
first to understand. To see the visions, joyful and nightmarish, even
before Iris sees. Will they survive as Iris’s nightmares come true?
Fighting the Storm The Storm Breaks Alex Collins and Etan Griffith
thought love, hard work, and magic protected them from the end of the
world. Until heartbreak struck much closer to home. Picking up the
pieces brings new friends and new challenges. Threats unseen and
unexpected. Will the power of family bring them all through, together?

A Forest of Stars
Five years after attacking the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral
Arm, the hydrogues maintain absolute control over stardrive fueland
their embargo is strangling human civilization. On Earth, mankind
suffers from renewed attacks by the hydrogues and decides to use a
cybernetic army to fight them. Yet the Terran leaders don't realize
that these military robots have already exterminated their own makers
- and may soon turn on humanity. Once the rulers of an expanding
empire, humans have become the galaxy's most endangered species. But
the sudden appearance of incredible new beings will destroy all
balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien factions in the
universe, the real war is about to beginand genocide may be the
result.
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Sea of Storms
Cytokine Storm Syndromes, including HLH and MAS, are frequently fatal
disorders, particularly if not recognized early and treated during
presentation. The genetics of Cytokine Storm Syndromes are being
defined with many of the risk alleles giving rise to mutations in the
perforin-mediated cytolytic pathway used by CD8 cytotoxic T cells and
natural killer cells. These are being studied using murine models. Up
to 10% of the general population may carry risk alleles for developing
Cytokine Storm Syndromes, and Cytokine Storm Syndromes are being
increasingly recognized around the world in pediatric and adult
hospitals. A variety of infectious, rheumatic, and oncologic triggers
are commonly associated with Cytokine Storm Syndromes, but
understanding this disorder is critical for all researchers and
physicians to ensure timely and appropriate therapy. This textbook,
the first of its kind, addresses all aspects of the disorder – from
genetics, pathophysiology, and ongoing research, to clinical
presentations, risk factors, and treatment.

Hardwired
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Laini Taylor, a perfect storm lies
ahead in this riveting fantasy duology opener from award-winning
author Elle Cosimano. One cold, crisp night, Jack Sommers was faced
with a choice--live forever according to the ancient, magical rules of
Gaia, or die. Jack chose to live, and in exchange, he became a
Winter--an immortal physical embodiment of the season on Earth. Every
year, he must hunt the Season who comes before him. Summer kills
Spring. Autumn kills Summer. Winter kills Autumn. And Spring kills
Winter. Jack and Fleur, a Winter and a Spring, fall for each other
against all odds. To be together, they'll have to escape the cycle
that's been forcing them apart. But their creator won't let them go
without a fight.

Blood of Zeus
A panoramic social history of hurricanes in the Caribbean The diverse
cultures of the Caribbean have been shaped as much by hurricanes as
they have by diplomacy, commerce, or the legacy of colonial rule. In
this panoramic work of social history, Stuart Schwartz examines how
Caribbean societies have responded to the dangers of hurricanes, and
how these destructive storms have influenced the region's history,
from the rise of plantations, to slavery and its abolition, to
migrations, racial conflict, and war. Taking readers from the voyages
of Columbus to the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, Schwartz looks at
the ethical, political, and economic challenges that hurricanes posed
to the Caribbean’s indigenous populations and the different European
peoples who ventured to the New World to exploit its riches. He
describes how the United States provided the model for responding to
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environmental threats when it emerged as a major power and began to
exert its influence over the Caribbean in the nineteenth century, and
how the region’s governments came to assume greater responsibilities
for prevention and relief, efforts that by the end of the twentieth
century were being questioned by free-market neoliberals. Schwartz
sheds light on catastrophes like Katrina by framing them within a long
and contentious history of human interaction with the natural world.
Spanning more than five centuries and drawing on extensive archival
research in Europe and the Americas, Sea of Storms emphasizes the
continuing role of race, social inequality, and economic ideology in
the shaping of our responses to natural disaster.

Blood and Tempest

BattleTech Legends: Storms of Fate
As the civil war rages within the Federated Commonwealth between the
tyrannical Katrina Steiner-Davion and her deposed brother, Victor,
Victor prepares for what he hopes will be the final assault to stop
his sister's scheme to become leader of the entire Inner Sphere,
unaware that Katrina is preparing her own more sinister offensive.
Original.

Fate of Storms
In the hallowed Storm Fae Academy, everyone has a secret. It sucks to
be a supernatural fugitive, but as a fae witch, what can you do? Get
on with things. Ignore the elite fae assassins who rule the city. Try
not to freak out when one of them surprises you mid-shower. Usual
stuff.But when the assassins capture my best friend, I'll do anything
to stop her execution. Including joining their academy. Now, while I
secretly plot to break Wren out, I am forced compete in a lethal set
of trials. Failure means that a monstrous headsman kills us both.
Turns out I have to train with a dragon-blood fae. He's powerful,
scary, and lethally attractive. And, like me, he's harboring dark
secrets.Worst thing about him? He's the monstrous headsman
himself.This book is from the Demons of Fire and Night world, with
characters who appear in Court of Shadows.

A Sky Beyond the Storm (Ember Quartet, Book 4)
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